Rebatch Base
RSPO SEGREGATED

The ideal starting point for creating handmade soaps, create a wide
range of beautiful products. Simply combine colour and fragrance
to tailor your soaps.

Vegetable based Melt & Pour soap base. Made using 100% RSPO Certified
Segregated Sustainable palm & palm kernel oils. Superior colour stability
even if kept at a high temperature for extended periods. Used for the
manufacture of cold process style Certified RSPO soap bars.
Certified to RSPO Segregated
Certificate No. BMT-RSPO-000008

Product characteristics
»

Possesses the environmental
benefits of using 100%
RSPO Certified Segregated
Sustainable palm and palm
kernel oils

»

Full segregation of supply
chain- BM TRADA

»

Great foaming performance

Discover
Rebatch
Base

Our picture illustrates grated Rebatch Base,
we supply the base as a solid block in 9kg
packaging.

Key ingredients
»

Aqua

»

Sodium Palm Kernelate

»

Sorbitol

»

Sodium Palmate

Made with 100% RSPO certified segregated sustainable Palm Oil and Palm Kernel Oil

»

»

»

Excellent moisturising from
a high glycerin content
which provides a pleasant
skin feel
Neutral odour provides
excellent fragrance lift
Product can be grated,
sliced and melted

Product packaging
All Stephenson Crystal Melt & Pour Soap Bases are packaged in
high-quality, retail ready packaging.
Rebatch base is only sold in a 9kg pack size.

Processing Crystal Rebatch

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Grate the Rebatch base
and place into slow
cooker. We recommend
using at least 1kg.

Turn on the slow cooker
and set the cooking
temperature to high.

Cover the slow cooker with
the lid and leave for 45
minutes then stir well.

Kick Start Your Creativity
Interested in ordering or distributing
our Melt & Pour range? Contact
us today for samples, pricing and
availability.
hello@stephensongroup.co.uk

Step 4

Step 2

Cover for a further 45
minutes. Stir well until a
mashed potato consitency
is acheived.
Ensure temperature is
around 73-75°C

Turn on the slow cooker
and set the cooking
temperature to high.
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